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PB-2520
Handheld Blower
The PB-2520 is a high performance handheld blower. Powered
by a 25.4cc two-stroke engine, it is equipped with a range of
features designed to increase productivity and operator comfort

 TARGET CUSTOMER

 CATEGORY
Handheld Power Blower

 Homeowner

 APPLICATION

 Prosumer

 Commercial operator  Local authority

Leaf/light debris clearing

FEATURES

PB-2520
PROFILE

BENEFITS
Improved power-to-weight ratio / extended product life

Premium grade ECHO engine

 More powerful than an electric blower

Posi-loc™ pipe system

 Keeps the blower pipe sections securely connected at all times
locking latch makes connecting/disconnecting the pipe to the
 The
machine easy and also ensures a secure connection
intake clogging and provides more consistent unit
 Reduces
performance
 Reduces gyro effect on wrist for user comfort and reduced fatigue
 For easy maintenance, even when wearing gloves
 Allows operator to lock throttle at a variety of settings
 Shoulder harness can be used to support weight of unit
 Easy to check the level of fuel in the tank
 Reduced exhaust emissions
 Controls are close together making the blower easy to use

EZ lock pipe connection
Double debris guard
Rotational control design
Tool-less air filter cover
Throttle with cruise control
Harness attachment points
See-through fuel tank
Stage 2 low emissions compliant
Grouped controls
Engine
Displacement

Dry Weight*1

Output

Fuel Tank
Capacity

Nozzle Type

Air Volume*2

Max Air Speed*2

25.4cc

3.9kg

0.9kW

0.54 litres

Round straight

768m3/h

76.2m/sec

*1: Unit with round straight pipe, empty tank

*2: Measured in accordance with ANSI/OPEI B175.2.

EXTENSIVE WARRANTY
ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a
two year warranty in professional use. For the domestic user there is the
total reassurance of using equipment designed and built for professionals,
and a five year warranty offers even greater peace of mind
(Registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)
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